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Winning Together is a successful process for team development and collaboration that creates a shared “language”, direction
and commitment.

The WinningTogether process underpins the evolution and success of teams and groups of any size, structure or nationality.

What is Winning  Together?



The Winning Together program is one of the first genuinely sustainable processes for

team building in project, complex or global environments; including; M&A integration,

matrix/cross-functional teams, international project teams, or a global leadership

team. Winning Together has been used to create collaborative ways of working and

build cultural bridges in teams that are spread across multiple countries, delivering

sustainable results when many other approaches had failed.

What is Winning Together?
The problems that come with global and matrix structured organisations are well documented;

ambiguity, silo’s, poor communication, cross-functional competitive behaviour and the list goes

on. There is hardly a matrix organisation in the world today that isn’t struggling with these

issues, and so it’s probably little wonder that when a project team is formed, despite the best

intentions of the leadership, these problems start to hinder the running of the team and in turn

impact negatively on performance. Sitting alongside these more widely understood issues is

another that both feeds on these issues and magnifies them; too often, especially in

international matrix environments, a key contributing factor to poor project performance is a

misalignment between ’what’ the team or project has to achieve, and collective mindset of the

team who are working to achieve the objectives…the ‘how’. The Ponte Valle approach to

teaming goes beyond the standard teaming event or project charter and truly sets a team up

for success.

Winning Together – your global collaboration and teaming solution

The Ponte Valle Winning Together program works on the values and behavioural levels of a

team simultaneously, focusing on culture, operating principles and the importance of creating

alignment between the stated objectives of the project and the way the team delivers on the

objectives.

It is this connection at the level of values and beliefs that sets the Ponte Valle method aside

from other project or international teaming events, and allows the team to truly understand

what motivates and inspires each other. At this level, authentic connection allows for a shared

set of values to be created that reflect the desire of the team in the context of what they have

to achieve, and the organisational goals and vision.

If you can create the opportunity for this to occur then you are setting everyone up long-term

success.

Remove silo’s and align expectations and values

Winning Together is based on leading edge thinking and practices, combined with the

strength of long established methodologies for group development. The process can be

used as an intervention or upon group commencement, and it is easily integrated into

post-M&A integration activities and project kick off processes.

Winning Together Features

One of four 
teams working in 
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• Design is is highly interactive and based on a combination of leading edge thinking and practices, combined with the 
strength of long established methodologies for group development and collaboration

• Can be used as an intervention or upon team commencement – ideal for project and executive level groups

• Easily integrated into project kick off process

• Easily integrated with HR to ensure optimal individual commitment

• Easy to implement with self-managed follow up components

• Fully customisable - depending on the nature of the team and the challenges to be addressed

• Results can be tracked and benchmarked against performance
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• Smoother and quicker team engagement and inter-team collaboration

• Proven method for bringing international teams together and getting them ‘on task’ quickly and efficiently

• Cross pollination of best ‘teaming’ practice when team members take their way of operation into new teams

• Increased communication and collaboration, and reduction of silo’s

• Increased productivity gained from more efficient team collaboration and from the team coming together faster

What is the Winning Together Difference?



“ The first time we used this approach was immediately after we restructured

our operation at Thales South Africa, bringing on board a brand new

Management Team. David easily adapted to, and worked with, the different

cultures in the Team. He brought a new Leadership Team together and

generated a level of teaming and team spirit in a short space of time. He was

able to facilitate a process of alignment with the new country strategy following

the merger of our operations. The second one was at the launch of a new

major project which involved multiple entities within the group coming from 3

different countries. He was able to bring a very diverse group together that

consisted of South Africans, Portuguese and Germans and get them on task

quickly. He facilitated the creation of a project charter that the team felt proud

of and that represented what they wanted to achieve together and how they

would achieve it. We can only recommend David’s services every time

“winning together” is of the essence .

Winning Together: Winning Together is used many times per year to help start, boost or turn 
around the performance of a project; below are some examples of how it has been used over the years. 

Patrick Oszczeda
VP Southern Africa

CEO Thales South Africa

Global Project Team Kick Off for New Rail Ticketing Project
Provided successful global/virtual team development for a project team comprising four countries 
spread across four time zones. Focus was on intra-team and cross-functional collaboration. 
Industry: Rail infrastructure

Countries: Delivered in Hong Kong (participating countries – New Zealand, Singapore, Australia, France)

Major Project Intervention 
The Winning Together process used as the intervention to successfully resolve conflict between 
European industrial partners that was derailing 1.5billion euro project.
Industry: Rail Infrastructure

Countries: Delivered in Poland (participating countries – Poland, Germany, Romania)

Post Merger Alignment & National Rail Project 
Used to provide immediate alignment for newly formed leadership group following the merge of three 
organisations
Industry: Defence, Transportation, Aerospace

Countries: Delivered in South Africa (participating countries - South Africa, Portugal, Germany)

Major Contract Transition
Used to provide the core relationship foundations and project team charter for a new naval in service 
support project in a situation where a contract was being taken over from an incumbent.
Industry: Maritime 

Country: Delivered in Australia

Contact us today to arrange an introduction to the 
Winning Together approach.   

Contact:   David Morley:

+61 (0)481 365 122
david.morley@pontevalle.com

www.pontevalle.com

Learn More

Global Project Team Kick Off 
Integrated the Winning Together process with the formal project kick off for a major project seeking 
to replicate a major production from Japan to Slovakia.
Industry: Medium Power Hydrostatics

Countries: Delivered in Slovakia (participating countries – Slovakia, Japan, US)

Collaboration Improvement Program for Mission Critical Project Team 
Provision of Winning Together process to resolve significant conflict within a team running a mission 
critical program for the Federal government.
Industry: Secure Communications

Countries: Delivered in Australia



Ponte Valle is latin for 'Bridging the Valley'. At Ponte Valle, our philosophy is simple; we are in the business of helping build the bridges that

connect cultures, organisations, teams and people. At the same time, we believe that it is in the valley, where our differences come together, that

there is the richest and most fertile ground to be explored. We develop global mindsets, optimise matrix leadership performance, and create teams

that succeed beyond borders, culture and complexity in settings such as multi-national, matrix, joint ventures and M&A's.

About 
Ponte Valle 

www.pontevalle.com


